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Friends,

Due to the incredible interest and questions- we needed to clarify further on 3 ply Disposable Mask introduced last week - We have updated the part 
no. and added the same mask in white color- as well as packaging may be either in poly bag or box- 50 pieces per pack (see updated flyer below)-

Further packaging for both of them is as follows:

-Master case (MSTR)- will comprise 500 masks/MSTR; these will be 50 pcs per box or poly bag (per pack)- and 10 such boxes or poly bags per MSTR. Price 
on these are $ 370 per MSTR delivered by UPS Ground anywhere in continental US and can be drop shipped in your name. We can ship a maximum of 3 
MSTR per order- any larger quantity needs to be ordered as Super Case.

-Super case (SUPER)- 2000 masks/super case- 50 pcs per box or poly bag (per pack)- and 40 boxes or poly bags/SUPER

Generally all the above items are in stock and we can ship the next day. If not in stock, then we will ship in 2-3 working days maximum (please call to 
confirm if necessary)- 

Following are the delivered prices to anywhere in continental US by UPS Ground with our regular payment terms 1% 10, net 30 days-
1-2    SUPER: $ 1400 per SUPER or 70 cents per mask
3-5   SUPER: $ 1360 per SUPER or 68 cents per mask
6-8  SUPER: $ 1320 per SUPER or 66 cents per mask

-Shipping method will be as mentioned above.  However, in case one needs to overnight,  it can be done for additional  discounted air freight of $ 50 
per SUPER and $ 25 per MSTR.  Same day shipping upcharge of $ 100 is additional and can be done as long as the order comes by noon.
Additionally, all the above items can be drop shipped to your customers in your name.
-WrapTite reserves the right to turn down any order for any reason.
-All sales are final and no returns.

In case you need larger quantities- then we will be able to provide much better prices, but payment has to be made in advance (as we are paying in 
advance for all these goods) and lead time may be 5-7 working days depending on stock availability after payment is received. Delivered LTL Pricing on 
advance payment larger quantities order will be as follows:- based on 12 SUPER/plt (ordered in pallet qty. only)
1-2 plt will be at 58 cents per mask or $ 1160/cs
3+ plt will be at 55 cents per mask or $ 1100/cs
All the above will be shipped by LTL- 
 
In case you want to get it from overseas- we can get within 8 weeks +/- 1 week lead time at the following delivered prices, against 100% advance 
payment:
-500K pcs or more- 39.5 cents per piece
-250-499K pcs- 42 cents per piece
-100-249K pcs- 44.5 cents per piece

Coming Soon:
KN95 and Washable/Reusable Masks- in next 1-2 weeks
3 Ply Masks made by us here in Solon, OH- in next 3-4 months.

Any Questions, please let us know.

 Sincerely,

Sunil Daga
President
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With Ear Loops

Price BreakdownDescriptions                                 Selling Units
 ◆ MSTR : $0.74/pc delivered

 ◆ SUPER : 1-2 - $0.70/pc      

                3-5 - $0.68/pc            

                6-8 - $0.66/pc

 ◆ For Larger Quantity 

call for prices, payment 

terms & lead times.

 ◆ 3 layer pleated protection

 ◆ Blue or White Color

 ◆ Adjustable Nose Piece

 ◆ Only for Non-Medical Use.

 ◆ Non-Sterile

 ◆ Master Case (MSTR) - 500 pcs        

10 packs / MSTR

 ◆ Super Case (SUPER)- 2000 pcs                                                                                

40 packs / SUPER
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SHIELD CARE

3-Ply Disposable 
Face Mask

50 pcs/Pack 
(Box OR Poly Bag)

MSTR SUPER
Blue MSKGDNWLB MSKGDNWLA

White MSKGDNWWB MSKGDNWWA

REORDER #:
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